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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an extremely useful tool for the detection and characterization of
numerous pathologic processes. Although patients can benefit from the use of MRI, claustrophobia is a
major issue in some cases. This fear alone can lead to cancellation of the scanning procedure in some
cases and the need for conscious sedation in others. Patient anxiety during the scan can also lead to
increased motion-related artifacts on the images with associated degradation of the diagnostic quality of
the study. To alleviate these problems, our team developed a virtual reality (VR) tool (app) to educate
patients about MRI and simulate the experience of actually being scanned. The app is totally immersive
and incorporates both the visual and auditory sensations that patients encounter during an MRI scan.
Patients also learn about potential conditions and implanted devices that may preclude the safe performance of the examination. This VR tool not only educates patients about MRI and its importance in their
care, but also allows them to virtually experience what it is like to have a MRI scan. This technology
has the potential to decrease both claustrophobic cancellations and patient anxiety before a MRI
scan.

INTRODUCTION
We reviewed the data on claustrophobia in our adult patient
population that had undergone magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scans performed and assessed the need for conscious
sedation in patients undergoing MRI studies. At our institution, the scanning procedure of ⬃1.6% patients has been
terminated prematurely owing to patients complaining of
claustrophobia and/or discomfort, and a significant proportion of patients require conscious sedation to undergo the
scanning procedure. Others have reported similar findings of
claustrophobic cancellations and the need for nurse-assisted
conscious sedation in patients undergoing MRI scans, with a
range from 3.8% at our center to 14.3% in the literature (1-5).
We realized there was an opportunity to improve care by
making our patients aware of what the procedure is like in
advance of the study. There have been many studies showing
that desensitization therapy using virtual reality (VR) as a
tool is an effective means of treating phobias (6-10). Our team
designed a tool that can be used by patients before undergoing an MRI scanning. The goal was to determine if we can
apply the same desensitization techniques used to treat other
phobias with VR to patients undergoing MRI scanning. We
assembled a team of expert programmers, digital video artists, and physicians to design the tool to educate patients
about the risks and benefits of MRI and also to let them

experience what it is like to be inside the scanner. Using
state-of-the-art techniques, the application (app) was made
versatile enough to use with either a dedicated VR device or
as a downloadable app that can be powered by a standard
smart phone worn on an inexpensive headset such as Google
Cardboard or any other similar type of device (Figure 1).
METHODOLOGY
To create a realistic virtual MRI experience, our team needed to
model the magnetic resonance (MR) unit and also the environment around the scanner. This included the scanning table and
the room where the scanning takes place. Our development
process began by acquiring 3D models of MRI machines used in
practice. These data were used to create the virtual MR machine.
The room size dimensions were modeled in-house by 3D artists.
From these models, an entire VR environment was constructed
using the Unity game engine (Figure 2).
Owing to the claustrophobic nature of an MRI machine, it
was important to get an accurate proximity of the patient
experiencing the simulation to the walls of the MRI machine’s
bore. This involves simulating a virtual camera in a fully 3D
scene. Some methods, like 360 video, which rely on filming
real-world environments, create too much distortion for the
space to feel accurate. With 360 video, objects that are filmed
close to the 360 camera can appear enormous and with severe
warping. To create a more realistic experience in the app, our
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Figure 1. The virtual reality (VR) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) app is downloaded to a
smart phone and placed in any of a variety of
low-cost headsets. This makes the app easy to
distribute and deploy.

team used a 3D environment with virtual cameras placed in
the 3D space. This functions more like a 3D game environment, allowing us to simulate the experience more closely to
what a patient would experience in real life (Figure 3).
The team’s overall objective was to create as realistic of a
simulation of the MRI patient experience as possible. To
accomplish this goal, we needed to capture sounds that a
patient would hear while being scanned. Our development
team recorded the sounds within the actual scanner. The
sounds that play throughout the simulation were recorded
on-site from a real MRI machine and then placed in the VR
scene to create a spatial audio. The scene was then programmed to move the patient into the bore of the MRI
machine when the gyroscope in the mobile device recognizes
the patient is in a lying position. The simulation then waits a
designated amount of time inside the bore, before easing the
patient out of the scanner. In the programming process,
virtual cameras are placed where the subject’s eyes would be
in the 3D scene, with parameters for adjusting focal length
used to eliminate any distortion (Figure 4). While the duration

Figure 2. The programmers and 3D artists were
able to create a virtual scanning environment using the actual dimensions of the scanner and
scanning table. The programming was performed
using the Unity game engine.
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Figure 3. To create a more realistic experience
in the app, our team used a 3D environment with
virtual cameras placed in the 3D space. This functioned more like a 3D game environment, allowing us to simulate the experience more closely to
what a patient would experience in real life. A
360 video capture can create too much distortion
for the space to feel accurate for the user.

of the simulation is only a fraction of the time a real MRI
would take, we anticipate that the experience provided may
be sufficient to expose patients to the claustrophobic feeling
of a real MRI machine with the goal of reducing anxiety.
Patients may also decide to interact with the simulation

Figure 4. Virtual cameras were placed where
the subject’s eyes would be in the 3D scene, with
parameters for adjusting focal length used to eliminate any distortion. The image on the left shows
the placement of the virtual cameras, and the image on the right is what the patient would see
with the cameras at that angle.
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multiple times to become further desensitized to a fear of the
scanning procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although clinicians may view MRI as harmless, many patients report anxiety about the procedure and experience
claustrophobia because of the confining nature of the gantries. Brennan et al. asked adult patients to rate their anxiety
following completion of an MRI scan, and (35%) reported
feeling anxious, as opposed to relaxed, during the scan. They
noted, “50% experienced anxiety upon being positioned
within the bore of the imaging machine. The most frequent
sources of distress were the inability to move (65%), the
length of the procedure (61%), the size of the scanner ‘tunnel’
(48%), and the feeling of being closed in (44%)” (10). The
group at the University of Vienna conducted a study to
determine the effect of prescan anxiety and motion artifacts
on subsequent MRI scans (11). Although general anxiety
alone did not appear to increase the probability of motion
artifacts on MRI, patients who stated that they were “worried”
about the “technical apparatus” had significantly increased
motion-related artifacts that impaired diagnosis, 11.5% as
compared with 3.2% in the group that did not express concern about the scanner. A meta-analysis reported in Radiography in 2015 noted that, “the rate of claustrophobic reactions, either as refusal to undertake the scan, or early scan
termination due to a claustrophobic event, ranged from
0.46% to 5.29%” (12). Educational interventions such as
video demonstrations and telephone interviews before MRI
have been shown to be effective methods to reduce patient
anxiety (13).
Sedation can also be used in conjunction with an MRI
examination, but this procedure is not without risk. For
example, a study published in the British Journal of Anesthesia reported a 2.9% hypoxemia rate in children needing
sedation for computed tomography or MRI (14). The same
article noted that there was excessive motion on 12% of
sedated patients. In the current state, patients with the potential for claustrophobia are heterogeneously identified by
the ordering providers and are given oral sedatives. In patients with a likelihood for severe claustrophobia, their MRI
appointment is scheduled with nurse-monitored intravenous
conscious sedation. However, it is common for patients with

claustrophobia to not be identified in advance, resulting in
diagnostic and scheduling errors that have an impact on
clinical care and patient satisfaction.
At our institution, ⬃1.6% of patients have studies terminated prematurely owing to the complaint of claustrophobia,
and/or discomfort, and a significant proportion of patients—
3.8%—required nurse-supervised conscious sedation to undergo
the study procedure. Other studies have reported similar findings
of claustrophobic cancellations and the need for nurse-assisted
conscious sedation in patients undergoing MRI scanning (1-5).
Sedation increases both the risk and the cost of the procedure.
While patient anxiety can also negatively affect the overall
image quality, it remains unclear if sedation can improve the
image quality through decreased motion.
CONCLUSION
There have been many studies showing that desensitization
therapy using VR as a tool is an effective means of treating
phobias (6-10). There clearly is an opportunity to improve
care by making our patients aware of what to expect during
the procedure in advance of actually having the scan. Although we will make this tool available to patients as a
downloadable app for educational purposes, we anticipate
that it will be the most effective if the device is made available for use at key referral clinics and at our MRI facilities.
We plan to identify patients that previously needed conscious
sedation or those who express concerns about claustrophobia. Patients will be offered the use of the VR app during their
clinic visit or at our center before their MRI scanning appointment. Claustrophobic cancellations negatively affect
MRI facilities owing to the associated lost revenue. In addition, claustrophobic patients who are scanned often have
image degradation owing to motion impairing the diagnostic
quality of the study. For these reasons, our goal was to
develop a novel app to educate patients about MRI and to use
VR as a desensitization tool in patients who have anxiety
related to the procedure. If the tool proves effective at decreasing claustrophobic cancellations, it will provide a significant value proposition to MRI centers. A clinical trial is
currently being planned to determine the effectiveness of the
VR app in decreasing anxiety, claustrophobic cancellations,
and the need for conscious sedation.
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